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What is a Smart Home?

The Internet of Things 

Automating the ability to control items 

Increasing Energy efficiency



Who Are (or Will Be) the Owners 
or Residents of Smart Homes?

Early adopters of new technologies 

People with Disabilities 

People with Serious or Severe Handicaps



Resistance to New Technologies

The introduction of tractors in the United States were hardly the paragon of farm efficiency. 
Tractors offered little advantage over horses. Some opponents argued that their value could be 
marginally improved if they could reproduce themselves like horses.


When Motorola introduced cellphones in the United States in 1983, they were dismissed as 
toys for the rich. They cost $4,000 (today’s equivalent of $10,000), weighed two pounds, stood 
at a foot tall, took 10 hours to charge, and delivered only 30 minutes of talk time.
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Living in a Smart Home

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=DuKvWEENrpc



Examples of  
Today’s and Tomorrow’s 

Devices for A Smart Home



Voice Activated Systems



A Voice Activated Home



Touch Activated Systems



Controlling devices throughout the house 
by use of touch pads which can be wall 
mounted or can be carried (e.g., smart 
phones) 



Virtual Reality As A Tool



Sensors and Detectors for Homes 
for People With Disabilities



University of Florida Smart House



University of Florida Smart House



Measuring Movement in the House



Does a Smart Home Enhance 
the Quality of Life or Could it 

be a Prison?



A smart home should encourage strong family bonds. While 
technology is advantageous to daily living, it is essential to 
strike a balance for optimal harmony.Generates much 
convenience for the owners. However, these devices deter 
occupants from leaving their home / room and this promotes 
an idle lifestyle, which may reduce the odds of interaction with 
family and friends. 
As smart homes inevitably become a societal norm, from a 
Feng Shui perspective, it is recommended that windows are 
kept open occasionally to keep the house as well-ventilated as 
possible. This will ensure smooth qi flow and invites auspicious 
energies into the household. Next, install greenery within your 
home as this shall introduce vibrancy to the residence. You 
must tend to your plants regularly though, as wilted plants are 
inauspicious. 
 



Pros for Having a "Smart" Home

Can be a huge money-saver.



- Convenience. All of your products will be programmed 
to your needs. 
- Customization. You can include as many or as few of 
these products as you choose. 
- Security. As mentioned above, smart homes are well-
known for their improved security. 
- Ease. It’s quick and simple to install these systems. 
- Environmentally friendly. Thermostats, air conditioning, 

and lighting can all be controlled for optimal energy 
efficiency. 
- Long term cost saving, but not not be beneficial if 

person will not be living in the home very long



Cons for Having a "Smart" Home

Devices have security flaws that make them hack-able.



Short term Cost. Some smart products can 
be fairly expensive. 
- Learning. There may be some learning 
curve for non-tech savvy people. 
- Reliability. Smart homes are usually reliant 
on your internet connection. 



IS THERE ANYTHING SPECIAL 
ABOUT  

AN APPLE HOME?



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z-fXn5SskkA



One More Thing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=YvT_gqs5ETk





NO MEETING IN 
JUNE 


